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PREFACE 
This study is concerned with an analysis of the r~lationship 
between work experience and the change in goals of technical employees 
of an oil company. Th~ objectives are to determine if these changes 
in goals could be measured and if goals could be used as a basis for 
motivation by management of individuals to higher performance. A 
model is used to demonstrate the different career phases of technical 
trained individuals. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This study is an analysis of the relationship between work ex-
perience and the changes in .goals of technical employees of an oil 
company., The mo$t difficuit part of this project is to def.t-ne what 
a goal is. 
A goal is an end, a result, not just a task or a function to 
be performed. It is a place in space and time that describes the 
condition we want to achieve. It is a standard of achievement·, a 
criterion of success, something tangible·, measurable, and valuable 
that we.a.re motivated toward. It is concrete and explicit, definitive 
and desirable and predetermined., It guides our actions and helps 
us plan as individuals and managers. 
The compa.;ny does not set goals. Only people can do that, although 
\ ' 
they are influenced by their perception of the company•s philosophy. 
Giving men goals worth going after is the chief responsibility of 
···t-. 
a geed manager. A few men will do this joo for themselves, but most 
men won•t make the effort. If men are to be raised above the levels 
of mediocrity, managers must assume the responsibility. 
The eight essential elements of ma.!lpower motivation are as follows& 




2. Defined requirements -- A basic element in maintaining good 
rapport between men and management is mutual agreement about 
what is expected in the way of performance. 
3, Positioned potentials -- The targets placed before the men 
are attainable targets. 
4. Identified results -- Acknowledge results. 
5, Measured performance -- Rate performance. 
6, Coordinated programming -- All plans must be put in the per-
spective of long range plans. 
7, Integrated innovation -- Men want to be able to express them-
selves in their actJ.vi ties. 
8. Capitalized capacities -- Programs must be responsive to 
change to hold the interest of the men. 
Some people are task-oriented rather than goal-oriented. The 
goal-oriented person seeks feedback and knowledge of results. He 
con~tantly puts himself into the position of being evaluated not only 
by bis supervisor but by himself and the results of his work. Ee 
. wants the feedback to _be ind'-vidualized; that is, he wants his own 
performance and not that of the group to be evaluated. The goal seeker 
is bound to see that one route to his personal goals is through the 
achievement of company objectives and to cooperate accordingly. 
Most performance appraisal and review programs are concerned 
with acceptance of responsibility and accountability. Supervisors 
are aware that some people will not tackle a job unless they have 
a good chance of succeeding. This is a characteristic of .goal seekers, 
Management must recognize that a.long with his addiction to challenge 
that is achievable, the goal oriented employee or manager also seeks 
responsibility for the work~ 
To a goal seeker money is a standard of achievement, rather than 
an incentive to work harder. This is not to be interpreted to mean 
that the goal seeker is indifferent to salary raises, or discretionary 
rewards; it is simply that he uses money as a way of knowing how he 
is doing in relation to his personal goals and. to company objectives. 
It is a form of feedback to which he looks for reflection of his 
individual effectiveness. 
A person who prefers goals with either very high or very low 
risk is not actually motivated. We see that selecting an objective 
that has a high risk of failure and little chance of being achieved 
is a wa.y for a person to avoid personal responsibility, A task seeker 
shuns feed.back,. evaluation0 and. personal responsibility. He prefers 
routine type jobs. The goal seeker prefers work that involves a moderate 
risk. 'l'he difference between a moderate risk and a high risk is in 
the perception of the individual making the.judgement. What is a 
high risk·to a task seeker may very well·be perceived as a mQd.era.te 
risk to the goal seeker. 
One of the most dangerous persons in an organization is one who 
follows the pattern of always taking on jobs that he does not have 
the ability t0 complete and. then blaming others he has no control 
over for his failures~ This type of malignancy in an organization 
should b~ compared with cancer in the human body. 
The goal seeker gets much satisfaction from solving difficult 
problems; whereas, the task seeker gets satisfaction from completion 
of job. The task seeker does not want to complete the job with excell-
ence, but simply to get the work out. He sees problems not as challenges, 
4 
but as threats to his security. The goal seeker likes problems that 
carry with them a moderate risk, but gives him a chance to prove himself 
and obtain feedback on his performance. 
The strongly motivated person will come into occasional conflict 
with other people. If a company places a high value upon docile followers 
who respond well to suggestions and like to be told how to do their jobs, 
then it has no place for the .goal-oriented manager or employee. 
When the goal seeker wins, he aims a little higher the next time. 
When he loses, he will choose a more moderate goal with less risk. 
There is no real black or white picture between the goal seeker 
and task seeker. The purpose here is only to focus on the differences 
tn motivation patterns between individuals.,, We find people with all 
degrees of motivation who move in one direction or another during their 
life time. 
A man must also maintain himself physically and feel safe and 
secure. Group administered benefits, automatic raises, working con-
ditions, and job security are ways to serve employee maintenance needs. 
Low level maintenance needs must be fairly well satisified before 
motivation needs emerge, Motivation needs are the factors that can 
produce effective job performance, because most of them are satisfied 
through work itself. Motivation seeking individuals may ignore a 
degree of dissatisfaction with physical conditions or security as 
long as the sense of achievement is high. Maintenance seeking people 
are never really satisfied, they only temporarily reach a level of 
no dissatisfaction. That is, if life and work are not satisifying, 
they will find a host of things to complain about. 
5 
The purpose of the study was to examine the relationship between 
age or work experience and the changes in goals of technical employees 
of a large oil company •. The first objective was to determine if a 
change in goals could be measured for beth supervisors and non-super-
visors. The second objective was to develop a motivation model based 
on work experience of a technical employee's career from college to 
retirement. 
The results of this study could be used as a plan for motivation 
of these employees to greater accomplishments. These accomplishments 
should lead to new and better individual and organization goals, 
The scope and limitation of the study is limited to a group of 
seventy.two engineers in one work area of one specific oil company. 
The first requirement of the research design was to select a group 
that was large enough to get representatiye sampling and still have 
the advantages of many of the same environmental factors. The major 
differences within this group of engineers were length of work experi-
ence in both supervisory and non-supervisory positions and the indi-
vidual goals of each member of the group 0 
A general outline of the study consists of five chapters, The 
introduction in the first chapter includes a general theoretical over-
view, purpose of the study 9 scope and limitations, and an outline 
of the study. 
A survey of the literature available was summarized in the sec-
ond chapter, The literature survey served as a basis for the research 
designo Certain conclusions of the study were also substantiated 
in this chapter. 
6 
The third chapter was about the research design. The fourth 
chapter was an analysis of the data secured from the study. Summary 
and conclusions were included in the fifth chapter. The major conclu-
sion was the development of a techniCcl-1 employees motivation model. 
CHAPTER II 
SURVEY OF LITERATURE 
One of the major finds in the technical literature is that for 
better utilization of technical persons~ managers must know more about 
wlla.t motivates technical people. Age or work experience is an important 
factor in what motivates technical type people, 
Landis beleives that the focal point should be the individual 
',1 
engineer concerned. Here we should start with the young college 
graduate whose first job will p:i::ove to be a "culture shock" which 
requires one to two years in industry for acclimatization,, :Sy that 
time the young engineer will learn that his possible earlier fears 
are not justified; he will not become a cog in an impersonal machine. 
He will $ee that his contx-ibutions do influence the whole. The young 
engineer will have a high learning curve during his first few years 
on the job and he will be fairly well challenged,, 
In additionr. he will be kept very busy. He will learn rapidly 
that the real engineering world is not as analytical as his college 
experience would have suggested and his science-based background will 
become tempered by engineering "know-how". During his first five to 
eight years he will al.so find his intellectual center of gravity; 
he will tend to drift into positions where the intellectual demands 
match his capabilities. 
1 . 
Fred Landis, "What Makes Technical Men Hap:py and Productive," 




Howeveri, starting at about age 30, the attitude of the engineer 
tends to cha.ngec He will have to decide whether he hope:s to .enter 
management or, ;a.lternately, to become a technical specialist. His 
attitude will become more company and. less professionally oriented. 
Family pressures, and wit~ them financial pressures, start to build 
up. Any tendency for job-hopping is likely to have disa.ppeared. 
The engineer ie his 30's is actually mox-e job._conscious than the man 
· in his 40•s. 
There are also other factors entering at that age. The individ-
ual may well go through a crisis regarding the value of engineering 
to himself and to society. He will find it more difficult and less 
re~rding to work with "ideastt alone and will try to substitute working 
with "thtngs" and "people'~ both of which tend to ma.lee him more visible 
in his or.gan!zation, 
. ·' ·. 
By age forty ·the engineer will ff3el a lot better, Perhaps he 
has become 'more ;;~tire of :himself, perhaps he has learned to 11 ve with 
limitatioll,s., Except when he is promoted, he is unlikely to voluntarily 
change his working patterns or his interests. He works ha.rd, usually 
I . . . . . 
effectively, and has Qecome completely e:runeshed in the establishment. 
For many engineers, the forties and fifties rep1;1,esent their peak, 
The ~otivation scientist has broken down the needs of individuals 
working for a large company into two definite groups. These are main-
te~noe needs and motivation needs. 
The needs have often been represented by inner and outer circles 
::,,' ' ' . 
and are sq depicted by Dr. M. Seoti Myers in h:i,s a.,rtiele,"Who are 
Your. Motivated Workers?" ,2 These two typeefof needs a.re broken down 
further in Table I, 
9 
TABLE I 
MOTIVATION AND MAINTENANCE NEEDS OF TECHNICAL EMPLOYEES 
Motivation Needs 
1, Delega. tion 
2~ Access to information 
3. Freedom to act 
4P Freedom to make mistakes 
5. Goal settin,g 
6, Problem solving 
7, Performance appraisal 
8~ Discretioµary awards 
9. Profit·sharing 
10. Me;rit increases 
111 Promotions 
120 Job Transfers 
13, Fducational opport\mities .. 
t4, Membership · · · · · 
Maintenance Needs 
L Automatic salary increases 
2. Social security 
J. Workman compensation 
4, Fairness 
5~ Friendliness 
6. Seniority on the job 
?. Bulletins and handbooks 
8. Job titles 
9. ~elationship with the company 
10, Work rules 
11. Lunch facilities 
12. Restrooms 
13, Temperature and lighting 
14. Noise 
Gome:rsall stated that where motivation needs are not fulfilled, 
the individual. overwhelming concern is focused on maintenance needse 3 
Before the motivational needs can be applied with full efficacyt it 
is necessary to satisify9 at least minimallyr the maintenance needs 
of the individuale; The two concepts of maintenance and motivation 
is not mutually e:x;clusiveG The lack of certain motivation needs can 
have a · high ba,ckia$b effect, 
Continued i~orance of the motivational aspects of technical 
ad.ministration could lead to something less than the full bright 
2Mc Scott Myers , ,iWho are your Motivated Workers? 7." Harvard 
Business Review~ (January ·~ February~ 1964) r pp 1. 73-78~ --. . . 
3Ea.rl R~ Gomersall~ "Cur;rent and Future Factors Affecting the 
Motivation of Scientists, Engineers an,d Technicians/' Research Man,-
agement~ XIV (May~ 1971), pp~ 43-!50, 
10 
future predicted ~or 'th,e engineering profession; 
Recognition should be given to the fact that technical personnel 
a.re neither going to be motivated through films, memorandums demanding 
that everyone look motivated 11 nor through the hiring of an outside 
consultant to make the "one and lasting" inspirational speech on moti-
Motivation must come from within the individual;; The challenge 
for engineering management is to create the conditions for motivation. 
The challenge for industry is the creation of an atmosphere where 
emphasis can be placed on the motivational needs of the individual. 
The thought that. ).avish and extrava.gant_maintenance needs will some-
how compensate 'for individ~l desires to create something more than 
an an opportunity 1;1;)• -~~end eight hours .·away !rom. home to achieve a 
·, •.•:. 
degree of financial sE:ctir:j;ty is as outmoded as the alchemist. 
A bright fut'l,lre for•. the engineer:i,ng profession through motivation 
. . • , . . r· . , 
can be a. lega;eyj bU:t only_istt is ma.de to happen through study, under-
standing., _and i:qtetlig~mt application •. 
'· ·, . ' ' 
Th~re is a di~eot relations.hip between goals and achievement . . . 
needs .. _ Achievem~nt neeq.s overshadow a.11 other moti:va,ting factors -. . . . 
with monetary rewards and non-monetary recognition ranking second 
a.nd third. There may be'a strong suspicion that-the motivating factors 
norm:a.lly associated with professionals (achievement needs~ non-monetary 
recognition, .challenging_ workr, personal growth and responsibility) are 
considered 'so important because they a.re only partially satisfied. 
. The eff eqts of . age on goals was illustrated by Landis in Ta. ble II. 4 
4Fred La.nd.~s ;.'. 0 wBa::i ·.Makes Technical Men Happy and h'odueti ve? 11 , 
Re$~roh Management, ·.X?Y (May~ 1971) ~i P~ 38., 
TABLE II 
MOS! IMPORTANT GOALS OF ENGINEERS AS A FUNCTION OF AGE 
Age - Years Ranking of Goals 
Under '.30 
1c Work on projects requiring new technical learning~ 
2, Live in a desirable locations 
;. Become more involved in decision making process. 
11 
4. Work on projects that influence business success of company, 
5. Help company increase its profitsp 
6. Become more involved with technical aspect of work~ 
'.3.5 - '.39 
1, Live in a desirable looation~ 
2. Have employment stability_ 
3, Work on projects requiring new technical knowledge, 
4, Work on projects that influence business success of company. 
5o Help company increase its profits. 
60 Work for a company with a good reputation, 
4,5 - 49 
1, Help company increase its profits, 
2, Live in a desirable location~ 
J~ Have employment stability, 
4~ Work on projects that influence business success of companyt 
5~ Gain knowledge of company management practices. 
6. Work for a company with a good reputation. 
12 
As might be expected, the young generation is not concerned about 
job security; it wants to be challenged by technical problems. Employ-
men.t stability is somewhat more important for the thirty-five to thirty-
nine age group than the forty-five to fifty-five age group. This 
indicates the feeling of insecurity that many men in their thirties 
exhibit~ On the other hand, older and established engineers associate 
fully with their company. They believe what is good for the company 
is good for them. 
Herzberg found that engineers are not motivated by job security.5 
However, the greater part of the research was carried out during a 
period of relative economic stability" There is definite evidence 
that engineers were not strongly motivated by job security during 
stable or expanded economics. However, when security seemed threatened 
by a deteriorating economics,, it becomes an active motivator. 
Responsibility has been found by other researchers to be an impor-
tant motivator in itself. 6 Assignment of responsibility should be 
accompanied by as many of the more important motivators as possible. 
A demanding job, heavy with responsibility, but not accompanied with 
appropriate material and psychological rewards, can easily lead to 
frustration and demotivation. 
Managers can enhance the feeling of motivation in engineers by 
making individual job assignments interesting and challenging, by 
formulating significant milestones and end points into job content 
to promote a sense of accomplishment, by providing means to obtain 
5F, l{erzberg, Bw Mausner and B. B. Snyd.erman, The Motivation 
~ Work, (Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 1959). 
6Ibid. 
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recognition within the organization as well as outside and by assigning 
ample rewards with corresponding responsibility. 7 
Early motivation studies were summarized in a 1971 article by 
8 Bucher and Gray. These motivation studies were performed by Herzberg, 
Mye:i::s and Haohman. 
From 19,54 to 1958, Frederick Her:zberg and his associates at the 
Psychological Service of Pittsburgh interviewed a numbe:i;: of engineering . . 
per'5onnel employed in industrial firms.9 The primary purpose was to 
study the relationship between job attitudes and performance. 
Information was gained by asking each individual to discuss a 
time when he felt exceptionally good or exceptionally bad about his 
job. Each r~sponse was analyzed to identify the factor (or factors) 
that was the source of the respondent's feelings. After the source 
of his feelings or attitude were identified, the individual was asked 
to define the duration of the attitud~. In this manner, the most 
l:fie;n;t~~cant cause,. or factor, for a satisfying or dissa tisying attitude 
~nd the duration 0£ the attitude was determined. 
ln Table III, Herzberg arranged satisfiers and dissatisfiers 
in an order which indicated their frequency of occurrence, The factors 
named most frequently are listed first. Numbers in parentheses denote 
the relative duration of the.attitudes held by the respondents with 
(1) indicating the longest duration and (5) indicating the shortest 
7George C., Bu,eber and John E. Reese, "What Motivates Researchers 
in Tille of Economic Uncertainty?", Research Management, XV (Jan, 1972)& 
pp. 19-31. 
8George a. Bucher and Richard c. Gray, .. "The Princi:pa.ls of Motivatie>n 
and How to Apply Them," Research Management, (May, 1971), pp. 12-23. 
9F. Herzberg, B. Mausner and. B. B. Snyderman, The Motivation 
~ ~, (Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 19.59). - · · 
duration. 
TABLE III 
HERZBERG''S SATISFIERS AND DISSATIFIERS FOR ENGINEERS 








1. Company Policy 
2.~ Technical Supervision 
J. Salary 
4. Supervisory Relationships 













Dissatisfiersr, as defined by Her~berg, are those factors that 
create dissatisfaction if they are not adequate in the eyes of the 
respondent. If they are not adequate 9 howeverr they do not necessarily 
produce satisfaction by themselvesr but they eliminate dissatisfaction€_ 
They are necessary conditions that must exist before motivation can 
be attained through the presence of adequate satisfierso 
Another survey that yielded information pertinent to motivation 
1.5 
was conducted by M~ Scott Myers at Texas Instruments Incorporated 
6 10 in the 19 O's. Myers set out to determine the followings 
1. What motivates employees to work effectively? 
2, What dissatisfies workers? 
J. When do workers become dissatisfied? 
This study was initiated from the knowledge of Herzberg's earli.er 
work and was conducted using the same interview techniques. It is 
not surprising that the results are compatible with Herzberg's find-
ings. Myers findings are shown in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
MYERS' SATISFIERS AND D'.l=~~TIFIERS FOR ENGINEElRS 







5. Work Itself 
Dissatisfiers 
1., Company PolicY,.: .. 
2. Competence and Fr~endliness of Supervision 
3. Sa.la.ry 
- 10M. Scott Myers, •iWho are your Motivated Workers?," Harvard 
Business Review, ( January .. February, 1964) , pp. 73-78. · · 
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Ray O, Hackman of .the Psychologi9S,l Service of Pittsburgh began 
his research by re-evaluating the Herzberg data and attempting to 
· 11 improve upon the instruments for evaluating the motivation of worker~. 
He developed the_Hackman Job Satisfaction Schedule, a motivation ques-
tiolll)8.ire, and used it in conjunction with personality and temperament 
tests to form a methodology for eva.lu.a.ting the motivational limits 
of indi v:i,duals. Hackman ·surveyed hundreds of engineers. His results 
essentially confirm the relative importance of the Herzberg motivators 
for engineers. Hackman emphasized that it must be recognized tl'lat 
all woJ;.'kers are different and so a+e their work related motives. 
Management shQuld recognize this fact, determine the motivational 
chal'fleteristics of each workerm and attempt to reinferce the work 
. . I 
motives of each individual. 
Cartwright attempted to relate motivation structure to goals.12 
The principles ha proposed were a.s follows: 
1. To induce a given action by mass persuasion, this action must 
be seen by the person as a path to some goal that he has, 
2. A given action will be accepted as a pa.th to a goal only if 
the conneotions fit the person's larger cognitive structure. 
3a The more goals whi.ch a.re seen as attainable by a single pa.th, 
the more likely it is that a person will take the pa.th. 
4. If an action is eeen as not lea.ding to a desired goal or as 
11 Ra.y c. Haickmern~ ~ Motivated Working Adult, American Management 
Association, (New York, 1969). · 
12norwin Cartw;tight, "Some P'.rinciples of Mass Persuasion," H1:lllla.n 
Relations, 2 (1949), pp. 25J-267s 
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leading to an undesired end~ it will not be chosen, 
5, If an action is seen as leading to a desired goal, it will 
tenet not to be chosen to the extent that easier, cheaper, or other-
wise more desirable actions are also seen as leading to the same goal. 
Maslow suggested the following classification of motivation, 
proceeding from the lowest order of motives to the highest: 13 
1, Physiological -- the fundamentals of survival, including hunger 
a?ld thirst, 
2. Safety -- concern over physical survival, ordinary prudence 
which might be overlooked in striving to satisfy hunger or thirst, 
J. Belongingness and love -- striving to be accepted by intimate 
members of one's family and to be an important person to them, This 
could also include others toward which the person feels close. 
4, Esteem and status -- striving to achieve a high sULnding rel-
ative to other~, including desires for mastery, reputation, and pres-
tige~ 
5, Self actuc;1,lization -- a desire to know, ~nderstand, systematize, 
organize, and construct a system of values, 
This classification comprehends three essentially different types 
of motives: 
1, Motives related to physiological needs, 
2, Motives related to interactions with others, 
J. Motives related to competence and self. 
Each higher order of motive will not function until lower levels 
are satisfied, 
13A. 'H. Maslowr, Motivation and Personality, Harper & ~ow 6 (1954). 
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Mc.Clelland believed that the measure of motives should meet the 
· 14 
following criteria: 
1. The measure should reflect the presence or absence of a motive, 
as well as variations in its strength. This generally requires an 
independent measure of the motive against which the measure in question 
can be compared and validated. Needless to say, this can be extra~ 
ordinarily difficult to attain. 
2, The measure should reflect variations only in the motive under 
analysis, without contamination from other psychological variables. 
The various tests used often are not pure indicators in this sense 
and, as a result, contain considerable bias. 
J. The measure should give the same reading for an individual 
at many points in time under approx:Lmately the same conditions. If 
this or:Lterion is met, it can be said that the measuring instrume;nt 
is reliable. 
Engle, Kollat and Blackwell believes that everyone has motives 
·. 15 
and goals sto:red in their memory.. ·. The unknown he:re is how the motive 
or goal will be activated in a-given situa'l;,ion. 
The two factors that are of special importance in this area are 
as follows: 
1. Motive and goal strengthe 
2~ Situational cues.· 
Some motives or goals are sufficently strong that they will dominate 
14navid C. McQlelland, Methods of-Measuring Huma;n Motivation, 
D. Van Nostrand Company, ( 19 .58) , pp. 7-42. 
15James F. Engel, David T. Kollat and Roger D. Blackwell, Con-
sumer Be):lavior$ Holt, Rinehart and Winston, (1968), pp. 61-70. 
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in many seemingly unrelated situations, One determinant of motive 
or goal strength is the frequency it ha.s been reinforced by positive 
outcomes in the pa.st in similar situations, A second determinant 
is the proportion of favorable to unfavorl3-ble outcomes, The higher 
the ratio of favor~ble outcomes, the greater the likelihood of motive 
and goal activation in a given situation. 
Situ~tion cues serve as trigg~..rs. Inputs from the environment 
•·',r 
activate an e:x:peetance tha.t the goal will be satisfied., 
A model of goal behavior was proposed. by John Howard in 1963.16 
According to the modelp behavior begins with a felt need or drive 
represente,d as a eoal~ The individual then is attentive to some trig-
,, 
gering cue which indicates that some alternative or alternatives 
will satisy the a.roused drive. The triggering cue activates the 
choice prooess, which in turn is affected by a state of predisposition 
to take the aetiol'). under consideration. If this pre.dieposition is 
low, then information search is activated from both personal and im-
personal sources. 
The more favorable experience with like actions in the past, 
the gr~ter the chance of the primary action bein~ taken to try to 
satisify the goal. All cues have what Howard calls perceptual bias. 
This means that the process of perc~p~ion or sizing up various envir-
o:nmental stimuli is likely to be distorted 'by an individual's attitudes 
or othe:r;· psychological characteristics. In simple wordsp people 
tend to see what they want to see. 
16John A"' Howard~ Ma.rketin~ Management Analysis and Planning, 
R.iohard D. I;rvinF (1963) ~ Chaps~ J-4o · 
' ,: . 
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· 17 A diff~rent view on goals was. expressed by writer Joanna Barnes,· 
She believes that nobody ever gets whe~e he wants to go. Even those 
who get where they thought they wanted to go,quiekly discover that 
;i. t isn't enough; there's always somethip.g glimmering distantly on the 
road ahead, if only they can reaeh it, Even the achiever is doomed 
to failure, and each of us is forced to. rely on the journer itself 
for an affirmation of his own worth. 
ijugh.es considered the applicatio~ of the goal~setting model to 
18 the individual. The eight steps that define this model are as fol-
lows: 
1. _Specific objectivee -- The achievement-oriented person who 
constantly seeks goals must define his career objectives as well as 
his immediate, shorter range tasks and work objectives, 
2. Importance of goals and motivation~- The individual must 
reaffin hie ~oals ani;i review his .strategies. He must be persuaded 
that his goals will mee~ h:is needs for achieve:inentp growth, recognition, 
and res~onsibility. He mus~ want to reach his goals, 
;. -Plans for action;.._ The plan prepared by the individual des-
crites the process he will use to- reach his goals. 
4. Performance standards and measurement criteria -- Yardsticks 
and target dates must be determ~ned before the work has actually been 
finished; otherwise it will be impossible for the individual to know 
when he has done a good job. 
17 Joanna Barnes, ''Are We ~;tng the Purs1,1i t of. Happiness Into 
a Mind.less Footrace?", FEµnily Weekly, (August, 1974)., pp., 4-1~~ 
' . 
· 18charle~ L. Hughes, (}oal Setting, American Management Association, 
(1965), pp. 113-117. 
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5. Anticipated problems -- The individual must recognize that 
there will be barr:i.e~s to achieving his goals. These obstacles in 
his way may be personal or organizational, 
6, Required assistance -- No one achieves his goals entirely 
by himself; invariably he has some degree of assistance from others. 
7. Organizational and individual goal reaction -- Ideally, the 
goals of the individual and the goals of the organization sho~ld in-
teract so effectively that all become more achievable. 
8~ Actual performance measurement and evaluation -- The cycle 
starts with performance planning and ends with performance review, 
The success of the performance review discussion between employee 
and supervisor will depend on the interpersonal competence of both, 
~t particularly the s11perv:i.sorft His role here is essentially that 
of a mediator between the individual and the organization; that is, 
he aid.s in the effective implementation o:f' both the individual and 
the organizational goal-setting system, 
Hug):les attempted to answE!r the question, "What can the supervisor 
do for the indJvidual employee?'' as f~llows:19 
1r Take responsibility for results,and push the limits -- Super-
vi.sors who resist accepting the blame fer :failure ::,o reach goals get 
the same response from employees. The healthy~ creative organ:i.zation 
accepts responsibility for its actions and habitually pushes the.limits 
of acceptable practice. Creativity will survive only where policies 
and precedents are flexible, 
2 9 Set challenges and targets -- Goal setting is more likely 
. 19cha.rles·-1. Hughes, Goal Setting, American Management Association, 
(1965); pp. 56-59. 
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to oecur when work is deeeribed in ter:ins·of opportunities to set goals--
in contrast to work which is defined as tasks to be performed, activ-
ities to be continued and processes to be administer.ad« 
3. Expose the employee to competition at his own level -- One 
of the factors in goal setting is the estaoiishment of standards of 
performance. Emplo:yees should be eneoura.ged, to 11se other people a.,s 
a means of comparison, to tell how well they are doing. Standards 
which a.re primarily determined by the individual himself ~re more 
meaningful to him and are sources of tremendous motivation. 
4. Make feedback and evaluation a.vaili:!-ble -- This will give people 
an external reference for their progress toward goals as well as the 
means of achievemento it has long been traditional for performance 
appraisals to dwell on p~rso;na.l 1-ttrib1,1tes rather than progress toward 
goals. In control-oriented firms 0 high-level managers use merit rating 
as a lash to punish or threaten their subordinates. 
59 Urge people to increase their abilities continually --The 
rapid development of technology has caused anyone who is not cont;in-
ually increasing pis ability to do his job to fall behind its require-
ments. SupervisorsJ11ust assist people by stating work objectives 
in a way that indicates what new skills will be required of them. 
6, Be sensitive to peol>le and their work environment -- Sensitive 
supervisors are aware of their own needs and goals and thus recognize 
those of others, This can be depended on to have a significant impact 
on organizational effectiveness. 20 Insensitive managers using restric-
tion 9 threats of punishment, a:n,d psychological distance to control 
- 20 
Chris Argyris, IntefPersonal Com et.ence and Ore,anizational 
-Effectiveness, Richard D. Irvin, lnc., · 19 2. ~ 
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employee behavior, cannot help but in.crease feelings of guilt and 
hostility toward management which results in interpersonal confliote 
7o Strive for balance between the long-range goals of the indi~ 
viqua.l and those of the organization-• Short-term work-oriented goals 
must not conflict with long-term aspirations that are private as well 
as personal. While people are very likely to reach their personal 
goals through helping to achieve the company's goals, an individual 
must remain an individual. 
One of the problems in raising performance of individuals to 
higher levels is the s~pervisor's failure to make the transition from 
a technical specialist to more .sanior responstbilities as a manager 
of men, They haven't accepted thei~ responsibilities as developers 
of manpower. 
l"iarvin believed any effective management development program 
that will lead to more productive exe(;'<lttve p0rfox,na.nce must start 
with the establishment of mutually agreed~upon performance achieve-. 
ment responsibilities. 21 · The overali objective of a performance 
achievement responsibilities pla.r,. if;! to improve organizational per-
formance by improving the perforifl8,nce of each individual in the or-
ganization. The performance achievement responsibilities plan focuses 
attention on the following: 
1. Formalized goals -- If formal goals are·not formulat.rpd, men 
set up informal goals that at best turn out to be iru;Ldeq-uate, but 
often are incompatible with organizational needs. The plan itself 
,21Philip Ma.rvin,. Ma.rutgement Goals, Dow Jones-Irwin, Inc,, 
(1968), pp. 116-122. 
' 
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should provide a preeedure for structuring formalized goals. 
2~ Individual involvement -- Men perform most effectively when 
they participate in planning programs whose success depends upon their 
involvement~ Most men know more about the details of their own assign-
ment than the men they report to~ Their participation in planning 
is essential to the development of effective programs. 
3~ Attaina.ble targets -- The best way to arrive at attainable 
g~als is by tea~in~ men and their managers together for the purpose 
of establishing $hort-~. intermediate-, and long-range performance 
achievement requirements. Goals that don't have a reasonable chance 
of being met are meaningless for all purposese The end results of 
'' 
effective goal negotiations is characterized by identifiable, Ullder-
·sta.ndable, reasonable, feasible, and supportable goals. 
4,. Integrated objectives -- For full effectiveness, short-~ inter-
mediate-, and long-range goale should be. integrateq, •. A man will do 
a better job, and his orga.ni~tion will benefit greatly~ if w~t he's 
doing today is part of a plan for his longer range future, The mere 
attempt to tie immediate goals to future goals makes most men aware 
of their :;Laclt of long-range goals, 
5~ Mutual r~pport -- Men and their managers can't get this far 
along in formulating performance achievement requirements without 
arriving at a mutual understanding. Understanding and respect go 
hand in hand, and both are important in developing good.working rapport 
between a iru;in and. his manager. 
6. ·Meas'Ul.'able criteria.-.. Managex-s must measure performance, 
If they don't 9 they can't distinroiish between effective and ineffective .. 
pe:r;f'orma.nceq Managers should. try to imform the men they evaluate 
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of the criteria they use for evaluation. Since managers always measure 
performance against some standards, criteria should bemapped out 
with men prior to the commencement of each phase of a program. There 
shouldn't be any secret about the measures of outstanding performance 
or mediocre performance, These tell a man what a manager expects 
of him in terms of quantity and, quality. They also give a man, who 
is more familiar with the details of what he's doing than anyone else, 
an opportunity to contribute to the development of the criteria used 
to evaluate his contribution. 
?. Focused action -- Knowledge of what is expected gives a man 
guidelines for foQusing his efforts in directions where the rewards 
will be the greatest. The greatest single cause of poor performance 
is the lack of certainty about where to apply one's efforts. 
. 8, Positioned perf ormanee -- A man not only wants to know what 
is expected of hi~~ He also wants to know how good a job he is doing. 
9. Programmed development -- The man on the move always wants 
to know what steps he should take to further strengthen and develop 
his capabilities~ He wants to get ready today for tomorrow's oppor-
,. 
tunity, He is willing to invest his own time and money in his own 
•. .. ' 
10. Management sponsorship -·- One of the best ways for managers 
to show that they are interested in the man who is willing to work 
at developing his capabilities is to provide adequate assistance to 
individuals in helping them achieve their goals. 
Home study, attendance at seminars, and classroom courses, for 
example, are only rewarding when they are part of an integrated pro-
gram aimed at well-thought~out goalse Too many men are short-changed 
in their advanced study because the things they are doing don't really 
contribute to their future progress. After a lot of time and effort 
has been spent on poorly-thought-out programs, it is frustrating for 
men to watch others who havenit worked as hard move forward faster* 
Schleh listed the requirements of a good supervision as follows: 22 
1. Set up objectives -- Employees are more effective when they 
know exactly what is expected of them in a particular period. The 
supervisor must sit down with each employee and come to a complete under-
standing as to what is expected of him. 
2. Train his people -- Most people are willing to do a good job 
if they know what is expected of them and if they know how to do it, 
Training is a prime responsibility of a supervisor at any level. 
J. Develop men -- Any firm must provide for replacements on key 
jobs and for promotions in periods of expansion. lt generally requires 
time and patience for the supervisor to assign work that will allow 
the man to exercise judgement and thus develop himself, 
4. Check and follow up on his people -- People may make errors. 
The supervisor must develop some plan whereby he checks periodically. 
~uch of the follow-up has to be done in a fairly personal way to be 
sure that misunderstanding is minimized, 
.5 •. Discipline his people -- Any cooperative enterprise needs laws. 
The supervisor must police these laws or rules. 
6. Stimulate his people -- Human beings do not react like machines. 
They react well to attention. The fact remains that people produce 
22Edward C, Schleh; Management EZ Results, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, (1961), pp. 82-8?. 
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more when they are constantly encouraged. 
7, Install new methods -- There seems to be a natural inclination 
on the part of all employees to oppose new methods. It is the res-
ponsibility of the superv+sor to install new methods and to get them 
into operations~ 
8. Call his people to account ..... In order to stimulate people 
soundly in the right direction, they must have the feeling that they 
get the complete credit or discredit if a result is or is not accom-
plished. They must have a sense of accountability. 
Each supervisor should approach his job with the feeling that 
it is his function is to make the man successful. He should be inter-
ested in getting each person to achieve the results that are expected. 
Landis compared the factors that influence effective performance 
for engineers with the factors that contribute toward promotions for 
engineers. Th:i.s comparsion is shown 1,.n Table V and Table VI. 23 
TABLE V 
LANDIS' FACTORS INFLUENCING EFFECTIVE ~ERFORMANCE FOR ENGINEERS 
Ranking in Order of Importance 
1. Ability to get along with people 
2/3. Technical growth and development since college. 
2/J. Ability to express ideas well~ orally and in writing 
4. Ability to sustain a continued effort 
23rred Landis, "What Makes Technical Men Happy and Productive?", 
Research Management, XIV, (May, 1971), pp. 39-4L 
TABLE V (Continued) 
5~ Ability to form rapid and effective judgements 
6$ Ability to sell ideas to boss 
7. Business and management experience since college 
8, Materia;:L learned in college 
9/100 Encouragement and guidance from superiors 
9/10, Encouragement and. guidance from co-workers 
TABLE VI 
LANDIS" FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TOWARD PROMOTIONS FOR ENGINEERS 
Ranking in Order of Importance 
1j Ability to get things done on time 
2. Ability to communicate both verbally and in writing 
J. Ability to get others to work effectively for you 
4. Willingness to assume additional workload 
5. Ability to form rapid and effective judgements 
6. Frovide technical leadership 
?. Technical competence in specialty 
8. Broad technical competence in terms of company products or 
processes 




Perhaps the clearest impression about the actual workings of 
an engineering group in a company can ~e be obtained from Table VI 
that ranks the factors contributing towards promotions.. Ability to 
get things don,e on time, ability to communicate both verbally and 
in writing 1 ability get others to work effectively for you, willing-
ness to assume additional workload and ability to form rapid and effec-
tive judgements can be categorized by a single phrase called high 
visib:i,lity. 
Technical leadership and technical competence were only in sixth 
and seventh place., As long as the engineer -is technically competent 
enough, the visibility factors will bring him to the foreground in 
the organization, Technical co~petence is assumed as a. necessary 
but !).Qt sufficient condition for promotion. 
Landis lea:rned in :l.nterviewsthat the lack of technical compe-
tence at the first and. second. level of supervision proved frequently 
· to be a bottleneck in managing mem with idea.s. 24 If a group is to 
be effective, the good technical supervisor should be able to serve 
both as mti.nager and consultant., 
,, 
Cronstedt contends that the sole objective of engineering man-
agement is to oblige the technical and scientific engineering per-
sonne;I. to fulfill its engineering responsibilities to the company, 25 
The engiueering manager must be an unusually perceptive engineer, 
quick to ~ick up new trends and forever on the alert to new developments. 
24Fred Landis, "What Makes Technical Me1f·Uappy and Productive?", 
Research Management, XIV, (May, 1971), pp. 39-41. 
.. · 23va.l Cronstedt, Engineeri, Management and. Administration, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Ino., 1961), pp. 6.-12. · · · 
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In; the breatl'). of his technical knowledge, the engineering man-
ager must never permit himself to lag too far behind engineers who 
are working for him. He must also realize that in a rapidly expanding 
technology it is impossible for him to maintain proficiency in every 
area and. at the same time to retain his compet.ence in administrative 
matters, 
) ' ' '\ 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
Tpe objective of this study is to determine the. relationship 
between age or work eiperience and the change in goals of technical 
trained employees of i:l,n oil company, The results of this study could 
be used as a plan for motivation of these employees to greater accom-
plishments •. lhese accomplishments should lead to ~ew and better indi-
vidual and organization goals, 
This study wi~l develop into an economic problem. With a con-
trolled or limited amount of resources (time and money) available 
. . ',·r 
to the manager, how should he distribute thes~ resources to different 
experience level groups to obtain the maximum economic rate of return? 
Should the manager follow the normal plan and concentrate on .the new 
empldyees and the supervisors with the greatest potential1 
The first requirement of the research design wa~ to select a 
group that is large enough to get representative sampling and still 
have the advantage of many of the same environmental factors, The 
people used in this study consisted of a special engineer~ng group 
of seventy-two engineers for an oil company. The reason for selecting 
this group of engineers to survey were as follows: 
1. Engineers all live in the same geographical location. 
:z. Management of group has been constant.for a number of years. 
J. Similar work requirements for all engineers. 
4, Level of education is uniform, 
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5. Work facilities are the same" 
6 ., Large amount of movement from work 1,1.ni t to work unit reduces 
effects of diffex:-ent supervisors~ 
7* Uniform company program of benefits to meet group maintenance 
needs. 
The major differences in this group of engineers were length 
of work ex~erienee in both supervisory and non-supervisory positions 
and the ;tndividual goals of each member of the group~ An organization 
chart of the group is shown in Figure I. 
FIGURE I 
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Assistant Managers 
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The organization chart shown on the previous page as Figure I 
is for representation purposes only. Only the persons that report 
to one assistant manager and one supervisor were shown. The distribu-
tion of people according to job titles is shown in Table VII. 
TABLE VII 





















The next step in the ~esearch design would be to provide a brief 
history of the group,, The special engineering group was organized 
eleven years ago when the comrany centralized its engineering services 
at one location at the company headquartersr From the group conception,, 
the number of engineers has remained almost constant between sixty-
five and seventy-five people 7 Of the original sixty-five engineers, 
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only about twenty-five remain in the group~ The average turnover 
per year is in the eight to ten percent range. The present manager 
has been in charge of the group for seven years, 
The building and office equipment were new when the group was 
organized 9 The office layout is based on an "open look" 8 with only 
a private office for the manager. All employees are located on one 
floor, with facilities specially designed,:f,or an engineering group. 
A combinati<;m of dividersi carpets and sound proof tile makes the 
noise level very low,, Three computer termi~ls and about forty elec ... 
tron;tc desk type calculators are available on the floor for engineers' 
use. Two conference rooms ate available on the floor for meetings 
and private supervisor-engineer conferences. 
All engineers in the group have at least a college education. 
The educational level of the engineers is given in Table VIII. 
TABLE VIII 











According to job title and work experience, the group can be 
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divided into four different Qla.ssifications, The classification ac-
cording to job title and work experience is shown in Table IX. 
TABLE IX 
CLA,SSIFICATION OF ENGINEERING GROUP BY JOB TITLE AND WORK EXPERIENCE 
Job Title Number Work Experience 
Mana.gerEI .5 20 to 40 years 
Supervisors 10 15 to 30 years 
. Sen;l.or Engineers 44 15 to 3.5 years 
Junior Engineers 13 o to 3 years 
The next ste~ was the seleotion of a prelimi~ry survey to deter-
~ine the feasibility of the finai survey. The ~reliminary s~rvey 
or pifot program was ad,apted from a test by David Sirota and J. Mit-
che~l,l Greenwooci. . Sirota. and Green~ood evaluated the d;i.ffex-ence between 
U~ited Ste.tea and foreign engineers. A large electrical manufacturer 
was evaluated, 
A prelimina;x.-y pilot program ~tudy was conducted on the special 
engineering group. The purpose of this stud.y was to determine if 
it was possible to measure the differences between goals of a super-
visor a;nd non-sul?ervisor related to age or wor:k e,tperience. _ 
The_people in the special engineering group were asked to rank 
their job-related goals, A sample of the questionnaire that requested 
:ranking of jo·b ... related goals is shown in Figure II. 
FIGURE II 
RANKING OF JOB RELATED GOALS 























Have training o~portunities to improve your 
present skills. 
Have challenging work to do - wor~ that gives 
you. a personal .. sense of accomplishment. 
Have conside:i:able freedom to adopt YOU+ own 
appre&oh to the job. 
Have a.n opportunity for hi~ earru,.ngs., 
Have an opportup.ity for advancement to higher 
level jol)s~ 
Get the ;ecognition you desire for doing a 
a good job • 
Have job security •. 
Worlt in a. department where the people are 
congenial and friendly to one another. 
Have a job which leaves yoµ sufficient time 
fQr your personal and family life. 
Have a job which allows you to make a real 
contribution to your company success. 
Work in a department which is efficiently 
run" 
Have good fringe benefits. 
Have good physical working conditions. 
Work for a company which is regarded in your 
country or community as successful. 
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The results of the pilot study indicated that there were definite 
measurable differences between thb goals of supervisors and non-super~ 
visors according to age and work experience. The next phase of the 
program was the preparation of a more compensative questionnaire to 
evaluate further the differences in individual goals. 
The main survey consisted of the following sections: 
1. Information 
?• Instructions 
3, Information Data Sheet 
4e Q Sort AnswerSheet .. Characteristics of an Ideal Organization 
5. Ranking of Work Related Goals 
6. Ranking of Effectiv~ ~ethods of Motivation by a Supervisor 
. ,. 
A sample of the survey questionna:i,re is shown in Figure III. 
li'IGURE III 
SAMPLE OF MAIN SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 
I, INFORMATION 
The attached survey is part of the research that I am doing to 
complete by December of 197L1 0 a MBA from Oklahoma State University. 
I wouJ..dappreciate your assistance and about one hour of your free 
time to compiete th,e resea;i:-ch s1,.1rvey. 
Attached are the following: 
l, Information data sheet 
2. Q sort cards for an ideal organization 
3. Q sort board 
4, Q sort answer sheet 
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FIG'OaE III (Continued) 
.5. Goal ranking cha.rt 
6, Motivation ranking chart 
';I;I. INSTRUCTIONS 
1~ Fill out the i~ormation.data sheet 
2. Sort the 60 Q, sort cards on the Q sprt board into 9 coJ.UJnns 
to describe an ideal l:l-nd. effective wo:;i:-k organizat:i,on. The 
order of the cards in the separate oolumns is not important. 
Write the number of the Q sort cards on the Q sort answer sheet. 
3. Rank the goals on the Goal Ranking Chart. The h:i.ghest ranking 
is 1 and the lowest ranking is 6~ 
4, Rank the ~ost effective method of motivation by a supervisor 
on toe Motivation Ranking Cha.rt, The highest ranking is 1 
and the lowest ranking is 6, 
5, Return the· completed survey forms by co~pa.ny mail to C, A, 
Ayres, 10A1Pl3. Do not sign the survey forms as I do not wish 
-~~
· t9 know who filled out what ~OP!ls. 
Thank You 
III. INFORMATION DATA SHEET .... ~.
(Check.only one item :i,n each section) 
1, Curi'ent Job Description 
i:t, 'l'echnical 







FIGURE III (Con~;inued) 
21 Total ;fµll .. time ~ experience 
Oto 1 year 
1 to 5 years 
.5 to 10 years 
10 to 1.5 years 
1.5 to 20 years 
20 to 2,5 years 
2.5 to 3.5 years 









IV. _ _g SORT ANSWER SHEET • CHARACTERISTICS OF AN IDEAL ORGANIZATION --- '' 
More Important COLUMNS Less Important -
1 £ l 4 2 6' 1 8 2 - .,.. - ... 
D D D 0 D D [J D 0 
D D D 0 D D D D D 
0 D D 
'\1. 
D D •· D D D D 
0 D D D 0 0 0 
0 D D D D D D 
D D D D D 
D D c:J D 0 
D D D 






FIGURE III (Continued) 
lnformat:l.on ~ .9 SoJ;"t Cards 
1 9 Recoenition and Appreciation 
2. Self Respect 
3. Creativity and Self Expression 
4, Freedom and Independence of Action. and :Plann,ing 
5. Participation in Decisions 
6. Pride in Accomplishment 
7. Ava.ilabiiity of Supervisors for Support and Consultation 
8. Encoura~ement and Cooperation 
9. Delegatio~ of Authority by Supervisors 
10~ Consider~tion and Fairn~ss in Dealing with Supervisors 
11. T~c~nieal Competen~e and Ability ot Supervisors 
12. Adequate Recreational Facilities 
13. The Georg~phical Location and the Community in which the 
Organization is Located 
14. Attractive a.nd. Clean Organization Surroundings 
15. Tempera:\;-q.re and Ventilation of Work Area 
16. Adequacy a¢ Conditii:m of Organization Facilities 
17. Conven:1,.c;mt and Adequate Parking Facilities 
18. Relationship of Organization Position to Personal Factors, 
Motives and Values 
19. Competitive or Market Orientated Wage 
20. Frequency and P~edictability of Wage Increases 
21. Fairness or Equitableness of Compensation 
22. The Amount of Pay, Income, Salary or Earnings Derived From 
an Organization Position 
FIGURE III (Continued) 
Infopnation on Q Sort Cards (Continued) -,,--- -
2J. Op~o~tunity for Professional Development 
24, Overall Promotion Policies 
25e Opportunity for Advancement in Ra~ Upon Merit 
26. Promotion from Within the Or~anization 
27. Opportunity for Advancement in Social Position 
28. The Stability of the Organization as a. Work Envirorunent 
29i A Feeling of Being Valued by the Organization 
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JO. An Ability to Influence tpe Administrative Process of the 
Organ:Lzation 
31~ Tenure of Job Position 
J2. Steadiness of Employment 
33. The Structure and Size of the Organization 
J4. Cooperation a:nd Assistance of the Management 
J5. The Interest of the Management in the Individual 
36. An Inte;rpretation of the Fairness, Intentions and Good Sense 
of the Management 
37, Administrative Procedures and Policy 
38, The Organization Foresight and Planning 
39~ Work Which is Undertaken in an At~osphere of Cooperation 
and Group Effort 
40, Inter and Intra Depa~tmental Relations 
41. A Work Effort Which is Characterized by a Team Balance 
42~ Congenial Co-Workers on and off the Job 
43. Competent Co-Worker~ 
44$ Pride in Belonging to a Balanced Work Group 
FIGURE III (Continued) 
Informa.tion 2!!. g ~ Cards (Continued) 
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45, Availability of Information Dealing with New Organizational 
Developments 
46. Manner and Fashion in Which Instructions and Orders are con-
veyed 
47. Availability of Information on Organization Personnel. Policies 
and Procedures 
48. Availability of Information on Organization Lines of Authority 
and Policy 
49. Provisions made by the Or~anization far Vacations and Holidays 
50. Provisions made by the Organization for Meeting Personal 
Emergencies 
51. O~ga.nization Structu;red Retirement Programs 
, .. • . 
·52. ()rga.nization Proe;ra.ms Which ;l?rovide for Jllness, Accident 
· and . Income ::Protect:i-on 
,53. Computer Time and Progra.mnd,.ng Assista.n~e for J Q b Aoti vi ty 
54, Secretarial Hel.p_ 
55. Technical Assistants to µighten the Routine Portion of Work 
56, Leaves for Further Professional Development 
57. Private Office Facilities 
,58, Organization P:;rog;rani of Assistance to Professional Societies 
59. Organiza.tion Support of Professional . Meetings 
60, Organization use of Consultation Opportunities 
V • RANKING OF YOUR WORK RELATED GOALS 
. .,.._.. - - --- ---.. 








FIGURE III (Continued) 
Goals 
Have op~ortunity for advancement to 
higher level jobs 
Have opportunity for higher earnings 
Have job security 
43 
Get the recognition you desire for doing 
a good job 
Have work that gives you a personal 
sense of accomplisronent 
Have training opportunities to improve 
present skills 
VI, RANKING OF EFFECTIVENESS OF METHODS OF MOTIVATION BY A SUPERVISOR 
~ ....,_ - ...--





Interest in work 
Challenging work 
Credit for good work 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data collection was divided into two p~ses. The pilot study 
and the general st"®y. A summary of the data. collected in the pilot 
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TABLE X (Continued) 
Benefits 8 13 14 
Physi~l 14 14 12 
CondJ, tions 
Success;ful 11 11 or 12 13 
Company 
The above test was originally used by David A. Sirota and J. 
Michael Greenwoo<l: to evalui:3-te differences between United States and 
foreign engineers. The data shown in Table Xis the average for 
United States engineers only. 
The main study consisted :first of a design o:f an ideal and effective 
work organization by use of the Q sort method. These characteristics 
of the organization were ranked from more important to less important. 
The tabulated resiJlts of the Q sort study are shown in Table XI. 
TABLE XI 
CHARACTERISTICS OF AN IDEAL ENGINEERING ORGANIZATION 
Characteristics 





2, Self Respect 
Junior Engineers 
Senior Engineers 









TABLE XI (CQntinued) 
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~ABLE XI (Continued) 
























13. The Geographical Location and the Comm.unity in which the Organ-














































t8. Relationship of Organization Position to Personal Factors, 




































22. The Amount of Pay, Income, Salary or Earnings Derived from 
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TABLE XI (Continued) 




All Engineers . 


































:,6. An Interpretation of the Fairness, Intentions and Good 
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TABLE XI (Continued) 
19 
16 
39. Work which is Undertaken in an Atmosphere of Cooperation 




























4;. Competent Co-Workers 
Junior Engineers 
· Senior Engineers 
Supervisors 
All Engineers 






























TABLE XI (Contin~ed) 
All Enginee:r:s 31 











47, Availability of Information on Organization Personnel 

















































52. Organization Programs which Provide for +llness, Accident 


























































.58, Organization Program of Assistance to Professional 
Societies 





























Ea.oh engineer was asked to rank six work related goals. These 
goals were ranked from more important to less important. The tab-
ula.ted results of this ranking is shown in Table XII. 
TABLE XII 
woaK RE:LATED GOALS OF ENGINEERS 
Goals. Rank (1 to 6) 
1. Advano~ment 
Junior .. Fm.gi,neers 4 
Senior Engineers 3 
Superv:l,sors 2 
All ~gineer~ 3 
2. F.arrnings 
' 
Junior Engineers .5 
Senior Engineers 1 
Supervisors 3 
~ll Engineers 2 
,. Security 
Junior Engineers 6 


































The last study was the ranking of six effective methods of mot-
ivation by a supervisor. Tne tabulated results of this study is shown 
in Ta'Qle XII~. 
TABLE XIII 



























































SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
An Analysis Qf the total data shows that technical trained em-
p~oy~es' .. goals cio change with age and work experience. A model of 
the motivation behavior of technical employees in relationship to 
work experience is shown in Figure IVo 
FIGURE IV 
TECHNICAL EMPLOYEES MOTIVATION MODE)L 
P:base Orfianizational 





Eo:r:ma.l Tr~ining ___ _,....,_, .....--- Real World Adjustment 
1. Tl'aini:ng 
Visibility in Company .---- Financial Responsibility 
2, Visibility 
~:r;~motion ,.-....,, ...... -------- .---- Goal ·Attainment Needs 
3. Responsibility Years 
.. Challenging Work -----. ..---- Status Requirements 
4, Accomplishments 
Benefits --------- .---- Income Reduction;.,:.: 
The career of an engineer or other technical trained employee 
can be divided into four phases. These phases are as follows, 
·1. Training - The engineer needs to acquire the "tools of the 
tra,de" by both e)l:pE:1rience and formal training. 
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2. Visibility - The engineer needs to attain visibility and to 
build a reputation both in his work group and outside the work group 
in order to develop promotional opportunities. 
3, Responsibility - The engineer needs either a promotion or 
a job assignment that he can take p;ride in. An engineer should either 
become a manager or a technical specialist. 
4. Accomplishments - The engineer should be allowed wherever 
possible to complete projects and obtain a sense of pride in closure 
or eom~letion~ The engineer should be encouraged to take an active 
part in both community and professional organizations. 
The number of years that a man spends in each phase depends both 
on the individual's goals and the promotional or technicai specialist 
opportunities available within the organization. The performance 
that an individual makes in any one phase depends on the organizational 
motivators, tpe environmental motivators, and the phase interchange 
or feedback, 
The phase interchange or feedback is the relationship between 
individuals in one phase of their careers with individuals in other 
phases of their careers. There appears to be considerable evidence 
that the assistance of supervisors and managers can be of primary 
importance to the individual's performa~ce at different phases in 
his career. 
It is important for an individual to have attainable goals, for 
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his goals to be known to his organization management, and for the 
management of the organization to both direct and inform the individ-
ual of the constraints on the opportunity available to him~ The pur-
pose of this study is to define the degree of change in attainable 
goals of :individual engineers with change in age or work experience. 
Certain conclusions were drawn based on data from the pilot study 
on goal ranking. The areas considered were training, earnings, benefits, 
job security and office facilities. 
Training is a more important goal to junior engineers than older 
engineers. This is due to the fact that the only training that the 
junior engineer knows from his college experience is formal training~ 
Formal training in junior engineers should be replaced as soon as 
possible by programmed experience or a "need to know" concept. Even 
int"ormal training should be part of an overall organization personnel 
q;e:velopment pro~am. 
Earnings become a more important goal to non-supervisors than 
supervisor.s as they both g:r;ow older, Supervisors generally have higher 
earnings and mo~e status benefits than non-supervisors. Higher earnings 
may be one of th~ primary methods of measure of value to the organization 
by the non-supervisor, 
Benefits are more important to non-supervisors than supervisors, 
A non-supervisor may feel that benefits are a substitute for promotion 
O+ professional development, This is known as "the count your blessings 
approach". 
Job security is higher for supervisors than non-supervisors, 
Puring periods of economic uncertainty, an organization may reduce 
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its number of members, but it will try to keep its basic supervisor 
st;ructure or organization skeleton intact. 
Physical work surrom1dings are more important to first line super-
visors than non-supervisors and upper management. This is because 
the "open look" makes the private supervisor-employee conference more 
difficult. 
A key point of any evaluation of goal ranking is that a goal 
becomes less important if you have achieved a satisfactory level in 
a given area. Some goals become important because you can never achieve 
t~em. An example of a goal that you may never completely achieve 
is challenge in your work. If you meet a certain challenge, you are 
always looking for a greater challenge. Maintenance-type goals will 
become the most important of all goals if you do not attain a satisfactory 
level, 
A Q sort method was used to evaluate an engineer's design of 
e.n ideal and effective work organization. The purpose of this part 
of the 1;>tudy was to show the effects of age and work experience on 
the engineer's perception of an ideal and effective work organization. 
Only a few of the sixty items evaluated in the Q sort study were 
selected for discussion. These items were selected to<demonstrate 
differences between engineers based on age and work experi.ence. 
Opportunity for adva.ncement in rank upon merit is the number 
one ranked item by all engineers, It is only slightly more important 
to senior engineers than supervisors. Most engineers feel that pro-
motion is strongly interwoven with the fabric of goal achievement. 
Self-respect is the number two ranked item by all engineers. 
Engineers as a professional group are more concerned about ethical 
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work practices than some other groups. 
Encouragement and cooperation by supervisor is the number three 
ranked item for all engineers. This is more important to senior eng-
ineers and supervisors than to junior engineers. Older engineers 
develop a greater need for respect by their supervisors for above 
average work. 
Recognition and appreciation is the number four ranked item for 
all engineers. This is the number one ranked item for supervisors. 
Supervisors may feel that the extra effort necessary to raise good 
work to excellent work is not always observed by upper management. 
h.'ide in work can only be satisfied by appreciation by someone else. 
Delegation of authority by supervisors is the number five ranked 
item for all engineers. This is slightly more important for non-super-
visors then for supervisors. S0metime1:1 engineering organizations 
find it is easier to delegate responsibility than to delegate the 
corresponding authority. This policy leads to the development of a 
staff type organization instead of a line type organization. 
salary administration is characterized by items on competitive 
or market orientated wage, frequency and predicatability of wage in-
cree.ses, fairness or equitability of compensation and the amount of 
earnings derived from an organization position, The average ranking 
of all engineers on salary administration was twentieth, Junior en-
gineers found frequency and predictability of wage increase to be 
less important than did the senior engineers and supervisors. Senior 
engineers considered fairness or equitableness of compensation and 
the amount of earnings derived from an organization position to be 
more important than did junior engineers and supervisors~ Salary 
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administration is usually consistent from engineering organization 
to engineering organization. 
Promotional opportunities are characterized by items on overall 
promotional policies, opportunities for advancement in rank upon merit, 
promotion from within the organization and opportunities for advance-
ment in social position. Opportunities for advancement in rank upon 
merit is the first ranked item for all engineers, Opportunity for 
advancement in social position is the fifty-ninth ranked item. Engi-
neers believe that most engineering organization promotions are made 
on merit instead of social position. 
Junior eng:i,neers consider items on the organization foresight 
and ylanning, competent co-workers, work which is undertaken in an 
c1itmosphere of cooperation and group effort, cooperation and assist-
ance of management, and the structure and size of the organization 
d 
more important than do senior engineers. These items all deal with 
the desire o;f the junior engineer to become a more productive member 
of the organization. 
The purpose of the last study on ranking work related goals and 
ranking effective methods of motivation by a supervisor was to deter-
mine the relationship between a man's goals and the organization ability 
to help the man reach his goals. 
Challenging work ranks first as both a goal and as a motivator 
for all engineersQ The main problem here is to determine exactly 
what each person is searching for when he defines challenging work, 
This is an example of something that is important becaRse it is never 
completely sa tisified ., 
The number two goal for all engineers is earnings. As a motivator 
ea:mings have a very low value. Th,i.s is because of the difficulty 
t , . 
for an individual to equate his performance with his earnings. 
Earnings are more important to non-supervisors than to supervisors. 
It is easier to equate performance with promotion than with earnings. 
The third ranked goal by all engineers is advancemente Promotion 
is the sixth ranked motivator~ Promotion has a very low value as 
a motivator because of the time interval between promotions. Advance-
ment is not an important goal and motivator to junior engineers, 
older senior engineers and older supervisors. It is an important 
goal and motivator to young senior engineers and young supervisors. 
Recognition is the forth rank~d goal by all engineers. Young 
engtneers and senior engineers consider interest in work by supervisors 
the number one motivator~ Supervisors consider credit for good work 
a more important motivator than interest in work by supervisors. 
Training is very important to junior engineers. It is not so 
important to engineers with greater work experience, A formal training 
program is essential for the proper development of junior engineers, 
My long range objective is to develop a type of performance eval-
uation using a combination of the following three methods: 
1. Forced ranking evaluation by supervisors in a work group 
(Judgement Type). 
2. Work output evaluation by use of detailed time sheets and 
charge numbers (Accounting Type). 
3, Goal rating evaluation of individuals prepared by themsleves 
(Goal Setting Type). 
The problem of developing the above evaluation techniques is 
small compared with the problem of assigning relative weights to these 
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methods of evaluation. If any of the above methods of evaluation 
are used separately~ certain types of individuals will tend to dominate 
the organization. 
The forced ranking type of evaluation provides a measure of the 
political abilities of the individual. The work output evaluation 
method measures the working effeciency of an individual. The goal 
setting type of evaluation is a method of rating future potential 
! 
of the individual, 
The goal setting type of evaluation has the greatest potential 
' 
of development of a ba,lanced organization. A balanced organization 
is one in which you can control the future make-up of the organization. 
For an effective goal setting type of evaluation, it will be 
necessary to develop a matrix type of different shading for evaluation 
of each specific type of goal. Individuals should be evaluated for 
e~remes in either direction from the average in regard to given goals, 
Average relationships should be developed that relate age and experi-
ence to the specific job. 
It is the individual that deviates from the normal that we are 
searching for. These individucls may be either our future problems 
or our future potential leaders, 
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